
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear [enter name], 
 
I very much hope this finds you well. As a valued supporter of Wooden Spoon I am giving you advanced notice of 
an exciting challenge planned for April/May 2018.  
 
In 2015 Wooden Spoon, supported by LMAX Exchange delivered the successful Arctic Rugby Challenge to raise 
much needed funds for disadvantaged children. In the process the participants set a Guinness World Record.  
 
Over the last few months the charity has been looking to identify a follow-up World Record-breaking attempt that 
offers participants a significant physical challenge. We would like you to consider taking part in the: 

 

Wooden Spoon Everest Rugby Challenge  
 
Our plan is that around mid-April 2018 a select squad of rugby players and two referees will embark upon the 
Wooden Spoon Everest Rugby Challenge (ERC). The party will fly into Kathmandu in Nepal for two nights before 
heading out to Lhasa in Tibet. Following a drive from Lhasa to the Everest base camp the challenge is to trek up to 
the Tibetan Advanced Base Camp where a game of rugby will be played. The intention is to play the game at the 
highest feasible place on planet earth (whilst meeting World Rugby rules) thereby setting an unbeatable World 
Record. 
 
The event would aim to raise a minimum of £200,000 for disadvantaged children and young people in the UK and 
Ireland as well as increasing the profile of the charity. 
 
The outline itinerary for a 23 day expedition based upon the proposal from our experienced event partner, 
Adventure Peaks (“AP”) is as follows:  
 
Day 1: Fly Heathrow to Kathmandu. Friends and family send off event at the airport 
 
Days 2 & 3 Kathmandu (1400m): After unwinding from the night flight into Kathmandu the party will have an 
opportunity to take in some of the famous sights and do any last minute kit shopping.  Visas organized for Tibet 
 
Day 4 Lhasa (3600m): Fly to Lhasa taking a spectacular morning flight over the Himalayas to Gonggar airport. The 
drive from the airport to the hotel is circa 3 hours through fantastic scenery 
 
Day 5 Lhasa: Begin acclimatising with a morning sight seeing visiting the impressive Potala Palace and Jokhang 
Monastery 
 
Day 6 Lhasa: legacy day: Visit to a local orphanage/ school to play rugby with pupils etc. Exact project details still 
to be confirmed 
 
Day 7 Gyantse (3900m): Start the journey to Base Camp crossing the many high passes of Tibet to further aid 
acclimatisation to ensure arrival at Base Camp in good health. Karo La takes us to the high point of the day 5010m 
before reaching Gyantse (3900m) for an overnight stay. Gyantse lies on the old trade route between Sikkim 
(India) and Tibet, the route originally taken by George Mallory to reach Mount Everest in 1921 
 
Day 8 Xigatse (3900m): Drive to Xigatse the second most important city in Tibet, visit the Thashilumpo temple and 
the fortress Samzhuze built in 1363, the oldest building in Xigatse 
 
Day 9 Xegar (4350m): The highest point on day 9 will be in crossing the Lhakpa La at 5520m from where we can 
see Makalu and Everest itself. 
 



 
Day 10 Base Camp (5200m): Head towards the famous village of Rongbuk Monastery. As the road becomes 
rougher and rougher the scenery becomes more spectacular until the north face of Everest finally appears. A 40 
min drive takes us to Base Camp 
 
Days 11 & 12: Equipment sorting, training and acclimatisation by trekking up local hills around Base Camp. Aiming 
to trek up to 6000m on Day 12  
 
Day 13: Trek to Camp 1 (5460m) is set in a barren world of moraine hills under beautifully sculpted yellow-orange 
granite cliffs.  The next camp is too far to reach in a single day, so to help us acclimatise we spend the remainder 
of the afternoon exploring the gravely snout of the east Rongbuk Glacier 
 
Day 14 Trek to Camp 2 (5970m) - About two hours beyond Intermediate Camp, the central ridgeline leads into a 
confusion of ice formations at the confluence with the Changtse glacier.  Camp 2 is set in a beautiful location; 
glaciers large and small spill into the valley from every direction 

 
Day 15 Trek to Advance Base Camp 3 (6340m)- The final ascent to Advance Base Camp follows the ice pinnacles to 
pick up the final moraine band which will eventually bring you to ABC a group of flattened gravel mounds beside 
the glacier. The top of this mountain appears phenomenally close; it is little more than 2400 meter higher than 
camp 3.  This is the closest non-climbers can get to the top of Everest   
 
Days 16 Rest and acclimatization at ABC 
 
Day 17 Preparation and further Acclimatisation for the rugby match  
 
Day 18: attempt to set a new World Record for highest altitude tag rugby match (currently held by the Household 
Cavalry Regiment and stands at 5165m on Everest) 
 
Day 19 short climb to 6650m to attempt to set a new World Record for highest altitude rugby match (currently 
held by the Steve Prescott Foundation and stands at 5,752m on Kilimanjaro) 
 
Day 20 Return to Base Camp (5200m) - A long day of descent to the warmth and comforts of our Base Camp 
 
Day 21 Drive from Base Camp to Nyalam (2500m) - Today we drive from Base Camp to Rongbuk and then rejoin 
the Friendship Highway to Tingri.  Upon leaving Tingri, we cross another two high passes, the Lalung La [5124m] 
and the Shung La [5200m]. Now we begin our descent from the Tibetan Plateau to Zhangmu via Nyalam just 8 km 
before the Nepalese border 
 
Day 22 Drive from Nyalam to Kathmandu (1400m) – At Zhangmu we cross through the Tibet Immigration Control 
and then drive the last 8km to the Friendship Bridge, which spans the Bhote Koshi River and marks the Chinese - 
Nepalese border.  We say goodbye to the Tibetan guide and driver and walk across the Friendship Bridge to the 
Nepalese Immigration Control in Kodari.  After completing the re-entry formalities we continue the drive to 
Kathmandu. That evening we will have our celebration meal at the world famous Rum Doodles Restaurant in 
Kathmandu 
 
Day 23 Return flight to Heathrow- friends and family welcome the Challengers home.    
             
Specialist Provider  
 
The Challenge will be delivered by Adventure Peaks (www.adventurepeaks.com) who offer unrivalled experience 
of leading expeditions on the Tibetan side of Everest.  
 
For the last 16 years British based (Ambleside) Adventure Peaks have been delivering an extensive worldwide 
programme and are experts in Tibet having successfully delivered 15 Everest North Ridge summit, 12 North Col 
and Lhakpa Ri and numerous Base Camp and Advanced Base Camp expeditions. Challengers will be supported by 
an experienced expedition Leader, an assistant leader, doctor and a Nepalese sherpa support team.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.adventurepeaks.com/


 
In 2005 Adventure Peaks were successful in putting the youngest British person on the summit at the age of 21; in 
doing this he also became the youngest male in the world to complete the Seven Summits. 
 
Adventure Peaks will be working closely with Wooden Spoon to ensure Challengers are best placed to achieve this 
once in a lifetime opportunity. 
 
Challengers 
 
As with the Arctic Rugby Challenge, the intention is that the Challengers will form two teams for a game of Sevens 
in accordance with IRB rules. Each team will be captained by a high profile, former international rugby player. As a 
minimum we aim to secure 2 squads of 10 players plus two referees.  
 
UK based training for this trek will include completing multiple days trekking in the high fells of the Lake District as 
a minimum. Challengers will require their own standard trekking footwear; there will be no need for crampons or 
any climbing ropes/ ladders etc. We will be following a well-trodden route all the way to Advanced Base Camp 
and beyond. Altitude is the key cause for concern, hence an itinerary that provides for sufficient acclimatisation.   
 
Guinness World Records 
 
The aim is to set 2 World Records in one trip. In order to satisfy World Record guidelines we have to adhere to 
standard rules governing standard variations of the game- full contact, tag etc. Importantly tag rugby can be 
played with mixed teams allowing men and women to undertake this challenge in the hope of becoming World 
Record holders. 
 

 Highest altitude game of tag rugby at Advanced Base Camp  around (6,340m)- mixed gender match 

 Highest altitude game of rugby (6,650m)- single gender match 
 

Payment Terms 
 
Challengers will be required to pay the ticket price of £6000 per head and then fundraise to enable them to make 
a donation to the charity of a minimum of £10,000. To secure your place we will be inviting those interested in 
participating to pay a non-refundable deposit of £500 by no later than 31st January 2017. The balance of the 
£6000 ticket price would be due in 2017, prior to the charity making formal bookings. We would expect all 
challengers to have paid at least the minimum suggested charitable donation of £10,000 by 31st December 2017. 
Full details of Challenger Package inclusions/ exclusions are enclosed. 
 
Formal Expression of Interest  
 
Staging events on this scale requires careful consideration and planning. A decision will be taken by the trustees 
at a meeting early next month as to whether to go ahead with planning for the expedition in 2018. To assist in the 
decision-making process we invite you to formally register your interest in taking part in the Everest Rugby 
Challenge event based upon the information provided to date.  
 
If you are interested in taking part in the challenge please sign and return the expression of interest form and 
send it to me as soon as convenient. You are not at this stage entering into a binding agreement with the charity 
or Adventure Peaks. 
 



 
 
INTERNAL VERSION: COST PER HEAD = £6000 (subject to terms and conditions & exchange rate) 
ALL COSTS BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 22 CLIENTS, 23 DAYS AND AN EXCHANGE RATE OF US$1.3 TO £1 
 
INCLUSIONS 

Based on a minimum of 22 clients Adventure Peaks (“AP”) will be providing 1 Expedition Leader, and 1 Doctor/leader (he 
becomes assistant leader)  (ideally Dr. Tom Chivers) Ration 1:11. If Wooden Spoon has 24- 30 clients then AP would supply an 
additional mountain leader and an additional Portable Altitude Chamber (“PAC”). AP provide one Nepal Sherpa trekking guide 
and his support team as below 

AP also to provide all cooks (approx. team of 4), yaks and yak herders 

Mess tents (including heaters). At BC (3 nights) individual tents one person to single man tent, higher up 2 to a three person 
tent with baggage 

Transfers to and from the in-country airport if flights booked with Adventure Peaks 

Welcome Dinner in Kathmandu with Live Nepalese Cultural Programme 

Hotel accommodation as per the itinerary in Kathmandu on a Bed & Breakfast basis 

Internal flights from Kathmandu to Lhasa return estimate £730 ($950) 

Guided sightseeing trip around Kathmandu 

Accommodation and meals in Lhasa 

All road Transfers by private vehicles as per our itinerary 

Tibet Permits and charges including special permit to continue beyond BC to ABC 

Daily wages, visa fee and insurance of staff, guides and porters, Yaks and Yak men 

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner on trek while camping (prepared by our kitchen crew) 

Hotels/Guest House Accommodation Lhasa to BC inclusive of Breakfast and basic Lunch/Dinner 

All communal equipment necessary for the trek such as Tents, Dining Tent, Kitchen Tent, Tables, Chairs, Mattresses etc. 

Medical safety equipment including:  2 x PAC plus emergency oxygen available throughout the trek (emergency 
only)Stretcher and First Aid Medical supplies 

Communication equipment: Satellite Telephone ($4 per minute) throughout the challenge. E-mail facilities (10p per Kb) at 
Base Camp only. Email will be limited as we can’t supply a bank of computers (just two) between group 

15% off the RRP on clothing and equipment purchased from the AP shops in Ambleside or online 

Opportunity to join other AP organised training walks in the Lake District for anyone registered to take part in an AP trek/ 
expedition for £10 booking fee (own transport, accommodation, food and drink). Additional opportunity to take part in 
regular public guided walks @ £30 per person per day for our Lake District  

Importation taxes and levies payable to the Local Authorities in connection with the expedition/trek 

Doc to provide Doctor as assistant leader 

Tips for porters and local guides 

Oxygen for use on side lines during match 

Dinner x 2 in Kathmandu (before @ Kilroy’s & after @ Rum Doodles) 

Tibet (£88/ $144- group payment by AP) Costs based on UK passport holders AND subject to change/increase by authorities 

Hire Gear (Sleeping Bag and Down Jacket) 

Fleece at 50% of £100 RRP (nb does not include embellishment costs) 

Adventure Peaks branded Marmot Holdall 

Return International flights and in- country transfers based on a Group Booking from Heathrow 

Training weekend (based on 2 people sharing twin room) 
 
 

EXCLUSIONS (CHALLENGER TO PROVIDE) 

Personal insurance (must rescue and evacuation) 

Personal inoculations 

All personal climbing clothes and equipment 

Nepal Visas (payment by individual on arrival) Costs based on UK passport holders AND subject to change/increase by 
authorities 

Airport Taxes and excess baggage charges 

All expenses of a personal nature such as drinks,  telephone bill, laundry, mineral water etc.  

Personal medical supplies and personal use of communication equipment 

Costs associated with an expedition finishing early or you leaving an expedition early 
Costs associated with extending a trip due to unexpected events such as: bad weather, landslides, other natural events or 
other circumstances including the cost of any extra nights’ accommodation 

Additional postage charge for International clients 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Everest Rugby Challenge 
Expression of Interest Form 

 
 

Dear Wooden Spoon, 
 
I [enter name] have read and understand the expectations on participants in the proposed Everest 
Rugby Challenge event 2018. Based on the initial information provided and recognising that at this stage 
my commitment is not binding I would like to register my formal interest in participating in the Everest 
Rugby Challenge 2018. 
 
Signed:  _________________________________________________ 
 
Print:  _________________________________________________ 
 
Dated:   _________________________________________________ 

 
Please return your signed and scanned copy of this form to jpurewal@woodenspoon.org.uk by no later 
than Wednesday 30th November 2016. 

mailto:jpurewal@woodenspoon.org.uk

